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Quiz your family at home with crosswords, puzzles and games.A one-stop practical guide on

how to play and master the fascinating and rewarding game of bridge with expert advice

throughout from Andrew Robson, the Times bridge correspondent, the world’s most famous

and successful player and teacher of bridge.Previously published as Collins Need to Know?

Bridge. Now with additional practice deals.Andrew Robson, the Times bridge correspondent,

shows you how to play bridge – starting from the basics and taking you through the learning

process step-by-step. Using clear illustrations and accompanying text, Andrew gives the reader

a complete course in learning the game, including sample hands and ways to practice.You’ll

also learn about bidding, tricks, scoring and dealing, and etiquette whilst playing. Above all

you’ll begin to develop the skills you need to play bridge, and win – including ingenuity, working

well in a partnership, and a good memory.Contents include: basic bidding and card-play

strategies; etiquette and how to score; examples and practice tips; different types of bridge;

conventions; evaluating a bridge hand.
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bridgeBridge is possibly the best game devised by mankind – and certainly one of the most

popular. But a word of warning: you’ll soon be hooked. Fortunately, this need not be expensive

and will be good both for your brain and your social life.First stepsThis book will please

complete beginners, as no assumption of prior knowledge has been made. It’s also suitable for

those who play social ‘kitchen’ bridge and want to develop their game.The first chapter

(‘Appetiser’) starts from scratch. By the end of it you’ll understand the essence of the game

and be able to play, though at a rudimentary level. Those who have played before may prefer to

skim this part of the book. The second chapter (‘Basics’) gives guidelines for bidding and card

play. Work through this and you’ll have done the equivalent of completing the eight-week

beginner course at my bridge club. In the third chapter (‘Core’), each area of the game is

considered in more detail, taking you to intermediate-level bridge. Chapter 4 (‘Development’)

takes things further, revealing the ingenuity – and sheer beauty – of the game. Finally, you’ll

find information on scoring in chapter 5, and details of different types of bridge and bidding

styles.My suggestion is to read chapters 1 and 2, then try to get some practice – even if it’s just

dealing out cards by yourself (a very stimulating and productive thing to do). At this stage,

although probably not the strongest player at the table, you’ll be able to play a perfectly

adequate game of social bridge; best of all, you’ll be having fun. When you’re ready, move on



to chapters 3 and 4, using chapter 5 as a reference when you want to know more about

scoring.must knowThe best way to learn to play bridge is to set realistic goals, reinforce your

knowledge and slowly build your skills. Most important of all is to enjoy playing.A short historyA

trick-taking game, bridge evolved from whist, which has been played for centuries. The first

book devoted to whist, Edmond Hoyle’s Short Treatise, appeared in 1742 and became a

bestseller.No one knows the roots of the name ‘bridge’. It may have evolved from ‘biritch’, the

name of a Russian game with similar rules, or possibly the Turkish term ‘bir uc’, meaning ‘one-

three’ – as in one exposed hand and three concealed ones.In 1903 British civil servants in

India developed the practice of bidding for the privilege of naming the trump suit, thus

introducing ‘Auction bridge’. ‘Contract bridge’, the universally played modern form, was only

formally invented in 1925: not in a seedy back room, but on an American cruise ship under the

guidance of Harold Vanderbilt. US marketer Ely Culbertson soon popularized the game, and by

1930 it was the society activity on both sides of the Atlantic. Since those first heady days,

bridge has made front-page news – when a famous British pair, Reese and Schapiro, were

accused of cheating in 1965. It has attracted film stars – Omar Sharif played at the top level –

and featured in many books, perhaps the most famous of all being Ian Fleming’s Moonraker.

Bill Gates and Warren Buffett are keen bridge players, and if they give just a small fraction of

their wealth back to the game, we can look forward to a very bright future, especially as bridge

is now more widely accessible than ever – via the internet.Useful tipBridge is a ceaselessly

fascinating and stimulating game. Start playing by partnering someone more experienced than

you, who can help you get the most out of your play.1 AppetiserIf you feel daunted by the

complicated techniques and rules of bridge, just remember that it’s a game which can be

enjoyed at any level. This chapter sets out the preliminary steps you need to make to have your

first game of bridge.The mechanicsBridge is a partnership game. The ‘bidding’, the first phase

of the game, establishes a target number of tricks to be made by each partnership. During the

second phase, the partnership that wins the bidding tries to achieve their target number of

tricks; the defending partnership tries to stop them.Cards and rankingBridge is played with a

standard pack of cards. The ace is the highest (or best) card of each suit – the two is the

lowest. The ranking of suits is in reverse alphabetical order, as shown in the diagram: clubs are

ranked the lowest, then diamonds, hearts and spades – the highest. Most social bridge, or

‘Rubber Bridge’ (the different types of bridge are explained on pp. 228–31), is played with two

packs of cards that are distinguishable by the colour (design) on the backs.must knowSpades

and hearts are the higher-ranking and higher-scoring suits, known as the ‘majors’; diamonds

and clubs are the lower-ranking and lower-scoring suits, known as the ‘minors’.Drawing for

partners and dealerBridge is a game for four people (two partnerships) seated round a table.

Their positions are often referred to as points of the compass: North, South, East and West. To

decide on partners (if you don’t wish to choose), and who deals first, each player draws a card,

placing it face up on the table. Whoever draws the highest card deals first, chooses where to sit

and ushers the player who draws the second highest card to be their partner. Partners sit

opposite.The position of partners at the tablemust knowWhen drawing for partners or seats,

the size of the card takes priority over the rank. Only when there are two same-size cards does

the rank become relevant, for example the nine of hearts beats the nine of clubs.Shuffling and

dealing etiquetteThe dealer chooses which of the two packs he wishes to deal. Before dealing

commences, the opponent to the left of the dealer (LHO – West in the following example)

shuffles the chosen pack and places it on the dealer’s left; meanwhile the partner of the dealer

(sitting opposite) shuffles the other pack and places it on their right. The dealer then picks up

the shuffled pack on their left, shuffles it again (this is optional) and passes it to the opponent



on their right (RHO – East in the following example) to be ‘cut’. RHO cuts the pack by lifting

(very approximately) half the cards, placing the top half on the table nearer the dealer and

leaving the bottom half where it is. The cards are now ready to be dealt. The dealer takes the

part of the pack furthest away from him and puts it on top of the closer part (known as

‘completing the cut’). He then picks up the pack (face down) and gives the top card (face down)

to LHO, the next card to his partner opposite, the next to RHO, then one to himself, and so on

in clockwise rotation, until all 52 cards have been dealt. The last card is always to the

dealer.After the shuffle, showing South as the dealer; the pack is cut by EastWhen the next

deal occurs (after all 52 cards have been played and 13 tricks won), this is done with the other

pack. The new dealer is to the left of the previous dealer (in clockwise rotation). As before, the

pack to be dealt is placed on the dealer’s left, shuffled by the person on their left, then cut

towards the dealer by the person on their right.The next deal: West is the new dealer and

South cuts the cardsUseful tipBridge etiquette can seem tougher than the real game, but

master it and you’ll earn the respect of other players.must knowIt is poor etiquette to pick up

your cards before the dealer has completed distributing all 52 cards.A trickBridge involves

taking tricks. A trick consists of one card from each player. Each player holds 13 cards, making

13 tricks per deal. The more tricks you and your partner win, the better; your side needs to win

a minimum of seven tricks in the deal in order to score points towards a game (see pp. 220–4

for more on the points required to make a game).One player has the lead for each trick, i.e. he

or she plays the first card of the trick. For the first trick, the player on lead is seated to the left of

the dealer; for the next and later tricks it is the player who won the previous trick.After the

opening lead, the play proceeds in clockwise order. If you hold a card in the same suit as the

first card of the trick then you must play it (‘follow suit’). If not, you can play any card of another

suit: unless it’s a trump card (see p. 12), a card of a another suit will not win you the trick so

you will generally ‘throw away’ a low card.The highest card in the lead suit wins the trick. If a

trump card is played to a trick led in another suit, the highest card of the trump suit – rather

than the highest card in the lead suit – wins the trick. Whoever wins the trick leads to the next

trick.In the following example (a), East can choose any card to lead; he chooses &e3. The other

players must follow suit, i.e. play a card in the lead suit (hearts) – if they have a card in that suit.

Play proceeds clockwise, with South playing second, West third and North last. West wins the

trick and leads to the next trick.A trick won by WestIn the next trick (b), North plays the winning

card, &cQ. East, North’s opponent, plays a low card (&c4) because he doesn’t have a &cK or &cA to beat

North’s &cQ. South, on the other hand, would not waste a high card to overtake &cQ because she is

in partnership with North, who is already winning the trick.The next trick is won by Northmust

knowEverything in bridge is done clockwise, for example, dealing and play proceed in

clockwise order – and bidding too.A trumpCards in the trump (or ‘boss’) suit outrank all other

cards. The trump suit is determined during the first phase of the game – the bidding.Look

again at (a) on p. 11. Imagine that North is about to play the last card to the trick. There are two

ways he can win this trick. First, if he holds &eA then this will beat his opponent’s &eK. Second, if he

doesn’t hold &eA, and he has no other hearts in his hand, then he can (but is not compelled to)

play a card of the trump suit, if one has been chosen. With a trump card he will automatically

win the trick, even if he trumps with the lowly two.In the following example (a) diamonds are

trumps and South (who won the previous trick) leads. When West’s &eK is beaten by North’s &eA,

West’s partner, East, comes to the rescue: East has no hearts so can trump with &f3, which wins

the trick.Trumps are diamondsOvertrumpingIf another player trumps, and you (also) have no

cards in the lead suit, you have the option of overtrumping that player. In (b), clubs are trumps

and West leads. South doesn’t hold a spade so can overtrump East’s &c4 with &c7, and win the



trick. Note that if East had followed with a spade, South would not need to trump because his

partner (North) would be winning the trick with &`A.Overtrumping with clubs as trumpsmust

knowNever lose sight of the fact that bridge is a partnership game – you play as a team with

the person sitting opposite.Your 13 cards – your ‘hand’Once the cards have been dealt you can

pick up your cards and sort them into suits. Place the highest card at one end of each suit, the

lowest card at the other. Split up the colours (black-red-black-red or red-black-red-black) to

avoid muddling the suits; hearts and diamonds are particularly easy to confuse.The following

diagram shows a typical bridge hand, in ranking order.To save space, this will generally be

represented as:Notice the distribution, or ‘shape’, of the hand. It contains a four-card suit, a

three-card suit, a two-card suit and another four-card suit. The number of cards in each suit

determines the suit ‘length’ – a shorter length has fewer cards; a longer length has more cards.

Rearranging the suit lengths, in the example we have a 4432 distribution. The more you play,

the more you’ll realize that distribution is the key to bridge and can more than compensate for a

low point score (see the following section).Counting pointsThere is a unique method in bridge

of evaluating the power of your hand – its trick-taking potential – based on the high cards. For

each ace, the best card in the suit, you count four points, each king counts three, each queen

is two and each jack (knave) one. No points are counted for tens and below.As soon as you’ve

sorted your hand and noted its distribution, you should count your points. There are 40 points

in the whole pack – four aces, four kings, four queens and four jacks. The average number of

points in any one hand is ten (one ace, one king, one queen and one jack). The hand in the

previous diagram contains only seven points; if this were yours you should hope that your

partner has a few more points.Useful tipTens and nines may not count as points, but they are

nevertheless potentially useful cards, and better than twos and threes.Making tricksThe basic

card-playing principles involved in making tricks are best learnt before tackling the bidding part

of bridge – even though the bidding occurs first in practice. They will give you a feel for how

many tricks to aim for at the bidding stage.Counting tricksThe partnership that wins the bidding

contracts to make a certain number of tricks during the play phase of bridge. Within this

partnership there is a ‘declarer’ and a ‘dummy’ (for more on these roles, see pp. 22–3). The

declarer controls his own hand and dummy’s (his partner’s) hand, playing cards from both to

try and achieve their trick target. In the following examples, imagine you are playing the role of

the declarer and see how many tricks you can expect to make by playing out the suit in each

case:In (a), you can make three tricks if you play just one high card per trick. In (b), you can

make four tricks by playing one high card for each of the four rounds. In (c), although you have

the six top clubs, you must follow suit and can make only three tricks overall.must knowBidding

occurs before trick-taking. It establishes:• which (if any) suit is trumps;• the trick target for each

partnership;• which player within the highest-bidding partnership is ‘the declarer’ and which is

‘the dummy’. The declarer controls both his hand and dummy’s.Which order to take (‘cash’) the

tricksIn the examples on p. 14, it doesn’t matter which hand is the declarer or the dummy, or

from which you lead first. However, in many real-life cases, the order in which you play the

cards is important if you want to make the maximum number of tricks available.In (a), where

there’s an unequal number of cards in the two hands, there are three available tricks to be

made, one after the other, but only if you cash them in the correct order. If you play &fA first (or &f4

to &fA), you will then have to lead &f2 to &fK – because the hand winning the previous trick always

leads to the next trick – and will be stuck in the wrong hand, unable to win &fQ. To avoid being

‘blocked’ in this way, lead &fK (or &f2 to &fK) first, then follow with &f4 to &fAQ.In (b), you should play &fQ

and &f5 on the first round, then &f3 to &fAKJ. Only in this way can you make four consecutive

diamond tricks.In (c), lead &f2 to &fK (or &fK to &f2). Follow with &fJ and &f5, then &f6 over to &fAQ.Note



these examples assume your opponents do not have a trump card that would win the trick

(more on the use of trump cards on pp. 18–19).must knowThe Unblocking Rule (a guideline for

cashing winners in the right order):• If leading from the hand with the shorter length, lead the

highest card.• If leading from the hand with the longer length, lead the lowest card.• You may

find it helpful to remember ‘L’ for ‘Lead Longest Lowest’.Extra tricks by forceSo far you have

cashed your ‘top’ tricks and your opponents have not had a look-in. Now consider the next

three examples. In each case you are missing a high, winning card (or cards), and in order to

make tricks in the suit you must ‘force’ out that card from the opposition partnership.In (a), you

are missing &`A and need to force it out from the opposition. You can use any high card in the

suit to do this, then go on to win the other two high cards when you regain the lead. In this way

you promote two tricks by ‘force’. Note that if your opponent withholds their &`A on the first round,

you’ll win the trick anyway, effectively ‘promoting’ the high card you use to lead. You can then

sacrifice a second high card in order to promote the third. Both scenarios give you your two

tricks.Example (b) contains the same high cards but in this case it’s better to start specifically

with &`Q (or &`7 to &`Q) to force out &`A. You’ll then hold &`2 in one hand and &`KJ in the other, which

avoids ‘blockage’.In (c), you need to force out &`A and &`K. To do this, sacrifice two of your

sequential cards &`Q, &`J, &`10, &`9 (note that sequential cards between your hand and dummy’s are

worth the same). Then you have promoted the two cards that remain into two force

winners.Useful tipDon’t be overly concerned about losing the lead, particularly early in the play.

You have to lose to win in bridge.Extra tricks by lengthIf you can exhaust your opponents of all

of their cards in a suit, then your remaining cards, however small, will be promoted into ‘length’

winners. Assuming your opponents have no outstanding trumps, these remaining cards will be

extra tricks.must knowLength before strength – a general rule to follow in bridge: having more

cards in a suit is often more important than a higher point count.In (a), you have four ‘top’ tricks

(tricks made consecutively, with high ranking cards), but it would be very unlucky if you didn’t

also score &e2. Your opponents hold five hearts between them. Unless they are all in one hand,

they’ll all fall when you win &eAKQJ. &e2 will then be a fifth-round winner – by virtue of its length.

This scenario depends on how the five missing hearts are split between the opposition. If

they’re split 3-2 (most likely), or 4-1, you’ll achieve your extra trick by length. The only problem

will be the much less likely 5-0 split.In (b) start with &eQ (or &e2 to &eQ), as it’s the highest card from

the shorter length. Then lead &e3 back to &eJ, and cash &eA and &eK. The six missing cards in the suit

will go in these four rounds if the cards are split 3-3 or 4-2. Assuming they are (you’ll develop a

habit of counting missing cards as they’re played), you can enjoy a length winner with &e4. A 5-1

split, however, would prevent this. Fortunately, this is much less likely.In (c), you have three top

tricks but may also make a fourth-round length winner. There are six missing cards, held by the

opposition. If the split is 3-3 (three cards in each opposition hand), you have the chance to

enjoy a low-card length winner. Start with &eK (or &e3 to &eK), then &eQ, then &e4 to &eA. If all six missing

hearts fall (i.e. both opponents follow suit all three times), then &e6 will be a length winner. You’ll

be less lucky if the suit splits 4-2 (or 5-1 or 6-0) as there’ll be an outstanding heart, which is

bound to be higher than your &e6.must knowYour ability to generate length winners in a particular

suit depends on how the missing cards in the suit are split between the opposition partners. If

you are missing five cards from your own partnership you can expect them to be split 3-2

between the opposition, perhaps 4-1, or rarely (and less fortunately for you) 5-0.TrumpingApart

from length winners, the only way to make tricks with twos and threes is by trumping. Which

suit is preferable here as trumps: &`AKQ or &c65432? The answer is clubs because &`AKQ rate to

score tricks whether or not they are trumps, whereas the only way the small clubs are likely to

win is by being trumps. A key challenge of bidding is to discover which one of the four suits



holds the greatest combined length between your partnership, as it will probably be best to

make that suit trumps.Drawing trumpsWhen ‘declaring’ (playing the role of the declarer), it’s

often good to get rid of the opposition’s trumps near the beginning of the hand so they can’t

trump your winners. This is called ‘drawing trumps’. You should avoid continuing playing your

trumps (wasting two together) once your opponents have run out of theirs. You therefore need

to count.Counting trumpsFirst work out how many trumps are missing, then think of that

missing number in terms of how the cards may be split between the opposition partners,

bearing in mind that they’ll usually have approximately the same number as each other. Each

time you see an opponent play a trump, mentally reduce the number of missing trumps by

one.In this example, the declarer counts five missing trumps. He cashes &`K and, when he sees

both opponents follow suit, reduces his mental count of missing trumps down to three. &`2 to &`Q

draws two more of the opponents’ trumps. There’s just one more left out (and it’s now obvious

that the split is 3-2). The declarer cashes &`A, drawing the last trump, and doesn’t need to play a

fourth round in the trump suit.must knowCounting trumps is important. Once you have drawn

trumps from your opponents, i.e. exhausted them of their trump cards, you should stop playing

in the trump suit and turn to others. Carrying on playing in the trump suit would be a waste

because your remaining trumps could probably be made separately, by trumping another

suit.Introducing the biddingEach bid carries a message and is used to tell your partner what

type of hand you have: its strength and which suit(s), if any, you’d like as trumps. Your aim is to

outbid the other side with a final bid, a ‘contract’ or trick target, that suits both you and your

partner’s hands (hence the term ‘contract’ bridge – see p. 228).must knowBy the end of the

bidding, the following will be determined:• whether the deal will be played in a trump suit (clubs,

diamonds, hearts or spades), or without a trump suit (‘no-trumps’ – see p. 27);• how many

tricks need to be made by the side who has bid highest and therefore won the contract; and, by

deduction, how many tricks their opponents need in order to stop them from winning;• which

player within the highest bidding partnership is the declarer, and which is the dummy.Opening

the biddingThe bidding starts with the dealer, who decides whether to ‘open the bidding’. If he

has an average or worse-than-average hand, he says ‘no bid’ or ‘pass’. If he has a better-than-

average hand (12 points is a good guide), he opens the bidding by stating his preferred suit as

trumps – choosing one of his longest suits.In (a), the dealer says ‘Pass’ as he has only ten

points (an average point score as there are 40 points in the pack divided between four

players).In (b), the dealer has 14 points – enough to open the bidding. He has more spades

than any other suit, and would like spades to be trumps, so he opens ‘One spade’ (see p. 21,

‘Making a bid at the One level’).Once the dealer has bid (or passed), the bidding moves to the

next player in clockwise rotation. If the dealer has passed, the second bidder now follows the

same process as the dealer: with less than 12 points, he passes, with 12 or more he opens

‘One…’ followed by the name of his longest suit. The third and fourth bidders similarly need 12

points to open the bidding. Occasionally, when the high cards are evenly distributed, none of

the four players will hold 12 or more points. The deal is then ‘thrown in’, and the next player in

clockwise rotation deals with the other pack.Making a bid at the One levelThe number in a bid

is the number of tricks to be won above six tricks. There are 13 tricks in each deal, of which a

partnership entering the bidding is expected to make at least six (just under half). When

making a bid at the One level, e.g. ‘One spade’ if spades is your preferred trump suit, this

means you are contracting to make one trick on top of the six, i.e. seven tricks, with the

nominated suit as trumps (spades in this example). Bidding usually opens at the One level, but

see p. 146 for cases where you open above the One level.After the bidding has openedOnce

the bidding has opened, 12 points are no longer needed to bid. You can enter the bidding if you



have a good, long suit. There are two options: to make a higher bid – going up the series of

steps shown in the diagram on p. 22 – or to pass. Note that your bid must be higher than the

previous one. This is where the ranking order of suits is crucial: you can bid a higher-ranked

suit or ‘no-trumps’ (a deal played without a trump suit – see p. 27) at the same level (e.g. at the

One level), but to bid a lower-ranked suit you must ‘raise the level’ i.e. ‘contract for’ (promise to

win) one more trick than the previous bidder.The bidding continues until three players in a row

pass, which signifies the end of the auction.The bidding steps: the number next to the suit

refers to the number of tricks plus six that you are contracting to make in the chosen trump suit,

or in no-trumps (NT)A typical bidding sequenceNorth deals and passes as he lacks 12+ points

needed to open the bidding. East (next in clockwise rotation) opens the bidding with 1&e – he has

12+ points and his longest (or equal longest) suit is hearts. South then bids 2&c – he doesn’t

need 12 points as the bidding has opened, but must raise the level to ‘Two’ (i.e. an eight-trick

target) because clubs are ranked lower than hearts. West supports his partner’s chosen suit,

hearts, by bidding 2&e, North then bids 3&c, upping his partnership’s target to nine winning tricks

out of thirteen. North’s 3&c bid ends the auction, because it is followed by three passes in a row,

and 3&c becomes the final contract. South becomes declarer and must make nine (or more)

tricks with clubs as trumps; the defenders E-W need to win five tricks in order to stop him.must

knowBidding essentials:• Open the bidding with 12+ points.• Once the bidding has opened,

12+ points are no longer needed to make a bid.• You have two choices: to make a higher bid,

or to pass (as in any other auction).• The player within the highest-bidding partnership who

was first to name the trump suit (or no-trumps) becomes the declarer. His partner becomes

dummy.• The defender on the left of the declarer leads the first card.After the bidding has

endedEach of the four players has the opportunity to bid on the first round. When the bidding

ends (three passes in a row), the highest bid becomes the final contract, and the player who

first bid the suit (within the highest-bidding partnership) becomes the declarer. The player on

the declarer’s left leads the first card (choosing any card to lead). The declarer’s partner then

puts down his hand face up, sorted into suits (his hand is ‘tabled’), and, as the ‘dummy’, takes

no further part in playing out the deal, the declarer playing cards from his own hand and from

the dummy hand. Thus, everyone playing the deal is able to see half the deck: 13 cards in their

own hand and the 13 cards laid out on the table by dummy. The advantage for the declarer is

that he is the only player at the table who can see his own partner’s cards, and gets to play

them.In this example, South becomes declarer (by virtue of bidding the trump suit, clubs, first).

West, on his left, leads, whereupon dummy (North) tables his cards face up, placing trumps

(clubs) on his right, and the other suits (preferably with colours split) to his left, with the highest

card in each suit nearest dummy, the lowest nearest the middle of the table.Dummy is

tabledmust knowBridge is a co-operative game: try to inform your partner about your hand,

remembering that quantity is more important than quality when it comes to suggesting a trump

suit. Bridge is also a competitive game: your opponents are trying to make your life awkward.

Do not be fooled or bullied by them.After the playEither the declarer fulfils his target (perhaps

even making extra tricks), or he doesn’t (because he fails to achieve the contracted number of

tricks, by one or more). All eventualities are taken into consideration in the scoring (see pp.

220–7).want to know more?• The type of bridge described in this book is ‘Rubber Bridge’, a

version of Contract Bridge whose overall objective is to win a ‘rubber’, i.e. the best of three

games. For more on scoring games and rubbers, see pp. 220–7.• Other types of bridge,

including Chicago, Duplicate and Minibridge, are outlined on pp. 228–31.• Other methods of

evaluating a bridge hand (besides counting points) are covered on pp. 190–5.2 BasicsBy now

you’ve had your first taste of bridge and you’re ready to move on. You’re learning that



distribution, or ‘shape’, is the key to bridge. In this chapter you’ll learn more about assessing a

bridge hand, finding a trump fit and bidding to a game contract. There’s also guidance on trick-

taking and defence.BiddingIn bidding, your objective is to indicate to your partner what sort of

hand you have, and determine how many tricks to aim for. To open the bidding we’ve learnt that

you need 12 or more points. If you are able to open, you must also see if your hand is balanced

or unbalanced: your whole bidding strategy depends on the answer.Balanced or unbalanced

hand?The 13 cards of each suit are divided between between the four players. Each hand has

a distribution, for example, a hand consisting of three spades, three hearts, four diamonds and

three clubs has a distribution of 4333.A balanced hand contains:• no void (suit with no cards)•

no ‘singleton’ (suit with just one card)• not more than one ‘doubleton’ (suit with just two

cards)must knowAll distributions (or ‘shapes’) can be subdivided into one of two categories:

balanced or unbalanced.The distributions, or shapes, that satisfy all three criteria are 4432,

4333 and 5332. These are the three balanced shapes:Opening with a balanced handWith a

balanced hand – no void, no singleton and not more than one doubleton – your bidding plan

should revolve around no-trumps (see the following panel). The even spread of a balanced

hand means you have no strong preference for a trump suit, which is why bidding no-trumps

makes sense. However, an opening bid of One no-trump (1NT) shows a specific point count,

so you may need to delay your no-trump bid if your point count is higher in order to convey the

right message to your partner.No-trumpsAs the name suggests, ‘no-trumps’ means that the

deal is played without a trump suit so in each round played the highest card of the lead suit

always wins the trick. Arguably it’s slightly more difficult for the declaring side not to have the

security of a trump suit, but no-trumps outranks all the trump suits (see the bidding ladder on p.

22 and notice that no-trumps is higher ranked than spades, the highest ranked suit). No-trumps

also scores slightly better (see p. 221), so plays a huge role. Typically, a no-trump bid is made

when you have no long suit and no short suit – an even spread, or balanced hand. The most

important no-trump bid is the opening bid of One no-trump (1NT) because this describes your

hand very accurately to your partner. If you open the bidding with 1NT, in most cases you

shouldn’t bid again. Having described your hand so accurately, you should leave further

bidding decisions to your partner (see p. 35 for your partner’s response to a 1NT opener).
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One of which is The Times Beginner'sGuide to Bridge. I bought this for a son, son-in-law and

myself. I had a sneak preview of thebook before if bought them for family, who had expressed

an interest in learning the game.The book is a perfect example of how to make something

simple, which can appear to be fearsomely complicated. EG.”

M, “Let down by the publishers. Excellent author BUT very disappointed with both the quality of

the paper and the layout. The paper is dull and rough, whilst there are wide outside margins

and small inner ones. These make for an unpleasant reading experience. This is such a shame

as it detracts from Andrew Robson’s superb teaching.The paper quality of the accompanying

book by Robson (“Improve Your Bridge Game” - 2014) is very good, so why the change?The

publishers should hang their heads in shame for spoiling the work of a great author. If I were

Andrew Robson I would feel very let down by HarperCollins.”

Tricia, “Not the easiest book to read !. The lack of colour and poor print definition means that it

is often difficult to decipher what is on the page ,especially in poorer light conditions . This is a

shame as the content and tips are worth reading but it is difficult to wade through sometimes .

As a beginner ,some coloured diagrams or pictures would have been really useful .”

The book by The Times Mind Games has a rating of 5 out of 4.1. 83 people have provided

feedback.
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